This paper presents a newly supervisory impedance control strategy of a wearable lower limb exoskeleton in stance phase intended to enhance human performance and support loadcarrying using biomechanical analysis. In order to control the coupled human-robot system, the impedance control strategy, previously developed by the authors for swing phase, has been herein expanded up to the stance phase by regulating the desired impedance between the exoskeleton and a wearer's limb according to a specific motion speed. The effect of human behaviours on the change of impedance parameters across variable walking speeds in the stance phase is adopted to design the fuzzy rules for the control strategy. The control performance of the designed exoskeleton is evaluated on a bench-testing over different ranges of walking speeds (about 0.3 m/s to 1.2 m/s). Experimental results show that the resulting interaction torque, the human-exoskeleton tracking error, and electrical power consumption are significantly reduced as compared to a traditional impedance control, especially in the stance phase. Besides that, an average of 72.3 % of the load was transferred to the ground by the exoskeleton during the stance phase of walking. The developed control strategy on the lower exoskeleton has the potential to increase comfort and adaptation to users during daily use.
INTRODUCTION
The collaboration between human skills and power source of robots is an efficient manner to take full advantage of both human and robot ability. One of such robots is the powered assistive lower exoskeletons that can be worn by human-operators as orthotic devices for human performance assistance or work augmentation. Up to now, this research field of exoskeletons ranging from upper [1] to lower [2] limb assistance/support has inspired scientists and researchers to deal with numerous related challenges due to its special properties compared to other classes of conventional robots. The review on the lower exoskeletons can be referred in [3] . Although a number of studies related to design of lower limb exoskeletons have been developed [4, 5, 6] , many design challenges continue to limit the performance of the system. One of the limiting factors is the lack of intelligent and effective control strategies for the combined human-exoskeleton system.
To deal with the issues relating to biomechanically locomotive function of the lower exoskeletons, many control methods have been developed, from conventional methods such as master-slave position control, virtual torque control, sliding control etc., to the best currently known methods such as impedance control, predictive control, admittance control, and optimal control. Among them, impedance control, firstly proposed by Hogan [7] , is one of the most popular methods for controlling robotic manipulators in contact with external environments, especially for applying to the human-assisting robotic exoskeletons. Although impedance control has been widely developed in the robotic exoskeleton field for human performance assistance and enhancement [8] [9] [10] , the determination of desired impedance parameters that dominates the characteristics of interaction force and motion control is not straightforward. This is fundamentally because the physical interaction forces exerted onto the exoskeleton from the wearer almost change from person to person and also within one person over time. This makes the characteristics of the interaction environment (from human) change [11] . Moreover, motion speed is different at various times, even the motion changes from walking to running. It is equivalent to the change of the purpose of the given human-assisting task. Therefore, if a set of desired impedance parameters is fixed, the dynamic relationship between the exoskeleton and wearer through the impedance cannot be smoothly regulated according to the above changes.
By implementing in various forms, the effectiveness of the impedance control for the robotic lower exoskeletons has been demonstrated [12, 13] through the regulation of the characteristics of the interaction forces resulting from the human and motion control. The main work involved in the design of an impedance control for a robotic exoskeleton is to achieve an appropriate set of impedance parameters so that the dynamics of the robot-human interaction behavior can get the expected response. For doing so, Lee and Sankai [14] implemented many experiments on an exoskeletal robot HAL (Hybrid Assistive Limb) to establish the criteria for adjusting the virtual impedance of the robot corresponding to physical stress of the wearer. They accomplished these experiments using direct measurements from Electro-Myo-Graphical (EMG) during performing unconstrained motions. Riener et al. applied a first-order impedance model on a gait-robot Lokomat in order to adjust moments at each joint of the robot so that the wearer's effort and behavior are minimized [12] . An inverse dynamic model was used in their method to isolate the human's active muscle force from passive effects, gravitation and inertia of the human-robot system. Several new approaches to enhance the effectiveness of the impedance control have been developed. From the view point of the energy transfer from an exoskeleton to a wearer, Aguirre-Ollinger et al. [15] proposed a novel active-impedance control method that produces a virtual adjustment of the mechanical impedances of the human limbs. Their investigation has provided an alternative to EMG-based impedance control. Van der Kooij et al. [16] used newly compliant actuators in design of exoskeletons in order to obtain sufficient high force bandwidth of the actuation for the impedance control. This paper presents a newly bio-based supervisory control strategy to regulate the desired impedance between a wearable lower exoskeleton and a wearer's limb according to a specific motion speed using a rule-based fuzzy regulator. This control strategy has been previously developed by the authors for swing phase [10] and expanded up to the stance phase by regulating the desired impedance between the exoskeleton and a wearer's limb according to a specific motion speed. By accumulating the heuristic knowledge during the impedance adjustment and analyzing the biomechanical properties of the coupled human-robot system at knee/hip joints under changing impedance parameters, fuzzy-based regulators have been addressed according to various walking speeds which indicated different effects on the control system. We have demonstrated the feasibility of the proposed method through a prototype of Human-powered Augmentation Lower Exoskeleton (HUALEX) (Figure 1 ) that employed walking sessions on a bench-testing with a chosen operator. Experimental results show that the resulting interaction torque and the human-exoskeleton tracking error are significantly reduced as compared to the traditional impedance control method used for various frequency ranges of leg motion. The effectiveness of the bio-based supervisory impedance control (BSIC) is going to be exploited to develop a lower exoskeleton for human performance enhancement at Center for Robotics. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows; firstly, we generally analyze biomechanic characteristics of human leg. Subsequently, we discuss how the bio-based supervisory impedance control strategy is carried out for stance phase. Finally, experiments will be implemented to evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method.
BIOMECHANIC CHARACTERISTICS OF HUMAN LEGS IN STANCE PHASE AT DIFFERENT WALKING SPEEDS
It is assumed that the exoskeleton without control works in parallel with the wearer and back-drive ability is ideal. Muscle forces at hip and knee joints O 1 , O 2 predominantly result in the interaction forces, F h1 , F h2 at the contact points I 1 , I 2 respectively, as seen in Figure 1 (b) . The contact points I 1 and I 2 are considered at the thigh and shank cuffs where force sensors are mounted (Figure 1 (a) ). Human gait data is different from person to person, therefore a healthy operator (70 kg, 1.72 m) is chosen in advance to get data for the design as well as to perform experiments afterwards. The biomechanical human data [17, 18] scaled to a 70 kg subject along with the data from the designed exoskeleton were tested in ADAMS software (Mechanical Dynamics, Ann Arbor, MI); Top: Biomechanical model of an operator wearing the exoskeleton was presented over one gait cycle in ADAMS; Middle: Statuses of lower limb's kinematics; Bottom: The sagittal plane joint torques around knee joint resulting at I 1 and around hip joint resulting at I 2 .
As seen in Figure 2 , both the knee and hip joint forces at I 1 , I 2 increase with the increase in walking speed and the increased scope of knee joint is greater than the ones of hip joint. The resulting torques F h1 , F h2 at the three speeds in swing phase and stance phase vary in significantly different tendencies. In particular, the peak of resulting torque F h1 increased in a linear manner and the peak of F h2 slightly decreased in a linear manner with increasing walking speed in swing phase. However, at any instant over a gait cycle, the change in these resulting torques is complicated and unpredictable. Meanwhile the peaks of the torques F h1 , F h2 both increased in a non-linear (quadratic) manner with increasing walking speed in stance phase. The reason is that, during the stance phase the muscle forces at hip and knee are exerted to stabilize and decelerate the human body while the joints provide a burst of energy to swing the leg forward, especially in the hip joint, during the swing phase.
Based on the above discussion, any controller relating to tuning or optimizing these resulting interactions, especially the impedance controller herein used, should be considered and separated according to the above distinct phases. Moreover, the foregoing changes in resulting torques were accumulated as the heuristic knowledge of control designers to extract rules or to tune coefficients for the controllers that need the practical experience of the designers, as fuzzy-rulebased controllers.
FUZZY-BASED IMPEDANCE REGULATION ACCORDING TO WALKING PHASES FOR STANCE PHASE

Impedance regulation at knee joint for stance phase
In the stance phase, the leg executes a small motion, i.e. small angular velocity and acceleration at the joints compared to that in the swing phase, but predominantly bears the carrying-load including the torso. For next analytical convenience, the stance phase of a gait cycle is divided into two sub-phases: early through mid-stance sub-phase (called early-mid subphase) and late stance sub-phase [19, 20] . Aforementioned prior works on biomechanical relationship between moment and angle at the hip and knee joints pointed out that these joints behavior are significantly different [21 -23] . Therefore, the impedance regulator for the stance phase is herein distinguished between the hip and knee joints.
During walking at altered speeds, the change in angular velocity of knee joint over stance phase is insignificant [24] , especially over the late stance sub-phase. A fuzzy model for impedance regulation at knee joint like that in the swing phase is not suitable for the stance phase. A common control approach in the stance phase is how to lock the exoskeletal knee by mechanical impedance or software mechanisms [21, 25] , but this hinders the shock absorbing flexion of the knee with discomfort for users. By means of the biological moment-angle analysis around the knee joint [22, 26] , its behavior is determined as a linear torsional spring in the stance phase. These studies determined the knee stiffness relationship of a healthy person during walking between approximately 0 % and 63 % of stance phase (first 40 % for an early-mid subphase and 40 % -63 % for a late stance sub-phase). Obviously, this spring-like relationship considerably alters according to gait speed. Based on these findings, we replaced a fuzzy model for knee joint with increasing knee stiffness (K 2st ) as a linear function of knee angle (q 2 ) during the impedance regulation for the stance phase:
where, K 0 is a proportional coefficient depending on the biomechanical moment-angle relationship at knee joint and the total weight of the operator and exoskeleton; K init is an initial minimum stiffness set equal to minimum assistive torque divided by maximum angle at knee joint in swing phase. Moreover, an upper saturation was set to constrain the knee stiffness and also the desired output impedance that yields an electrical constraint on the knee motor current throughout stance. With this approach, the impedance controller was simplified to avoid trialand-error modulations of fuzzy parameters and high computation cost from fuzzy models.
Impedance regulation at hip joint for stance phase
A major question remained is that: is the simplified spring-like impedance regulation at the knee joint able to apply for that at the hip joint? Most of the existing linear model paradigms of biological moment-angle fitting do not give a sastifying answer to this question. In particular, to determine linear fitting from biological moment-angle data, the behavior in the stance phase was approximated by means of piecewise linear fittings as mentioned in the literature [23, 25] . This is equivalent to divide the stance phase into many sub-phases that is herein limited due to foot sensors for phase detection. The accuracy in the fitting is not high ~90% and fitting parameters naturally alter according to gait speeds. Moreover, based on the observations from biomechanical data in section 5.3, the hip joint torque is large due to the high loading requirements during stance and trends to change complicatedly across variable walking speeds since the torque naturally performs stabilization and deceleration function during this time [24, 27] . Based on these observations, the impedance model in Equation (5-1) can be rewritten in terms of first order function in which viscous (D 2st ) and stiffness (K 2st ) impedance coefficients would be modulated by fuzzy models for the hip joint: 22 2 .
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Similar to the fuzzy regulators designed for swing phase, the fuzzy systems for impedance regulation at hip joint over stance phase have the same configuration [10] , yet different outputs (D, K), rule base, and factors. Unlike the swing leg where fuzzy rules of impedance regulator were determined due to quantitative analysis, fuzzy rules for stance leg were extracted based on qualitative consideration from biomechanics data and empirical evidence during this time [23, 26] . Considering the biological performance of the human lower limb at hip joint, the fuzzy regulator for stance phase was designed based on the following functional characteristics and requirements for the coupled human-exoskeleton control performance:
The angular velocities of the human hip joint during stance are all negative, thus inputs (q 2h , q 2 ) were scaled and mapped to five triangle-shaped (or trapezoidal) membership functions corresponding to linguistic variables that have negative values, i.e, Negative Big (NB), Pretty Negative Big (PB), Negative Medium (NM), Pretty Negative Small (PS), Negative Small (NS), respectively. The membership functions for the output variables (D, K) are defined similar to those for swing phase (i.e., VH, H, PH, M, PL, L, VL).
To prevent buckling and facilitate the stance knee flexion during the early stance subphase (from heel strike), the human hip joint should have the highest stiffness while its angular velocity gets close negative peak velocity ( 2h q NB ). Therefore, the stiffness K 2st should at least get a linguistic value of "medium" depending on the exoskeleton's knee joint velocity at this time. "If-then" interpretations can be drawn from this observation, for example: "If the hip joint velocity of the operator (q 2h ) is big while that of the exoskeleton (q 2 ) is also big, then the stiffness K 2st is medium".
As revealed in the literature [19, 23] , the hip extension torques have the largest sensitivity to walking speed while the angular velocity have a tendency to increase regularly during this time. This fundamentally affects the adjustment of parameters (H 1 ÷ H 10 ) in the membership functions.
In the haft of stance phase, the hip stiffness slightly decreases while the hip inertial considerably decreases to associate with the passive elongation of the hip flexor musculature and to translate the body forward. The hip reaches full extension and begins to flex at around 55 % of the gait cycle and the velocities have a tendency to rise significantly.
In general, the hip joint stiffness in stance should be relatively high and capable of accommodating over a stiffness range of 155-342 (Nm/rad) in extension stage and of 196-423 (Nm/rad) in flexion stage, and a moment range of -97 -135 (Nm) [19, 27] . The data corresponds to biomechanical data obtained from the chosen operator.
Based on the above observations and inferences from them, Table 1 shows fuzzy rule base reflecting the effects of changing angular velocities 22 , hon impedance coefficients (D 2st , K 2st ) in stance leg. The scaling factors (S H , S E ) were remarkably larger than those for swing phase due to smaller angular velocities in stance phase. The factors were chosen in the same way as those designed in the swing phase. Output scaling factors (S D , S K ) were set to 5.20 and 37.5, respectively, by means of trial and error. The characteristics surfaces of the fuzzy models represent non-linear relationship between the angular velocities and the impedance coefficients, an example of which is shown in Figure 3 for stiffness regulation in the stance phase. The gravity compensation implemented on the control strategy for the stance phase concerns the load distribution on the exoskeletal legs as discussed in [8] . The time between two successive exoskeleton foot contacts (i.e., G 1 ≥ threshold, G 2 ≥ threshold) is used as a measure of walking cadence and phase. In this manner, Figure 2 shows the states of heel and toe contact with the ground to determine the regulation mode of the impedance control. At any instant, only one set of impedance coefficients is determined for the impedance controller corresponding to each powered joint. Since the operator and exoskeleton are attached together at the cuffs, the initial value of the inclinometers on the human limbs (shank and thigh) was set to 1.5 degree in order to avoid the case that the initial joint angle error equals zero. During the experimental implementation, this value was chosen before the parameters of the fuzzy regulators were tuned since it is one of the tuning factors considerably affecting the control performance. The proposed control algorithm was implemented on the designed embedded system with the sampling frequency of 500 Hz. The data were here measured with the sampling time of
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental Procedure
In order to demonstrate the ability of HUALEX to provide human augmentation and loadcarrying support, the previous bio-based supervisory impedance control strategies were implemented on the exoskeleton coupled with forgoing operator in experimental sessions. The evaluations were carried out at Center for Robotics (Chengdu, China) with the approval of University of Electronic Science and Technology of China. In the experiments, the operator was instructed by the lead author to wear HUALEX and to walk naturally according to the given speed that could be adjusted and displayed on the bench-testing monitor. . During walking, the hip abduction/adduction was blocked to examine the walking in purely sagittal plane. The control method is the same for two legs, therefore, evaluation data was herein presented for the right leg. The operator wore HUALEX while walking in the bench-testing with parallel bars. The operator had break times between sessions so that his muscles were not fatigued. Duration of each session T C corresponding to N C strides was conducted to be 30 seconds (16 to 24 strides).
Two regimes of the set of impedance parameters evaluated are constants and fuzzyregulated ones. For the invariable impedance control (IIC), the appropriate parameters found at the walking speed of 0.75 m/s were utilized to control of the exoskeleton at the other speeds. The experiments for obtainment of these parameters in swing phase were performed according to the steps reported in [14] . For performance evaluation, thirty sessions were implemented at different walking speeds closed to these aimed speeds, i.e. ten sessions for each speed, and five of them for each control regime. Hip and knee rotation of both operator and exoskeleton, resulting interaction forces at the thigh and shank cuffs, and axial force transferred through the exoskeleton were recorded through each session. A gait cycle trajectory averaged over the above duration T C is presented as representative scaled-down result of these measurements.
Experimental Results
To quantitatively evaluate the compliance in walking sessions, performance indexes, E and F, are defined as follows: where E i (I = 1,2) is the normalized square sum of angular errors at the hip (E 1 ) and the knee joint (E 2 ), and F i (I = 1,2) is the normalized square sum of the sagittal plane interaction force at the thigh cuff (F 1 ) and the shank cuff (F 2 ). Figure 4 shows changes of E and F with respect to different walking speeds under the two impedance control methods. In general, E is larger than 1.2 in most cases with respect to the invariance impedance control while it is larger than 1.1 with respect to the remaining control. It can be seen that human-exoskeleton tracking errors with the fuzzy-based impedance regulator almost decreased at all considered walking speeds compared to those with the invariable impedance. However, the decrease is not significant. For instance, average tracking error with the proposed control is decreased by 7.5% and 9% at the speed of 0.45 m/s and 0.75 m/s, respectively. Figure 5 shows the control performances at knee joint using the invariable impedance control (IIC) in the left and the bio-based supervisory impedance control (BSIC) in the right. All sub-figures show the performance in one gait cycle including the first 63 % gait cycle for stance phase and the remaining for swing phase. As seen in Figure 5 , the angular tracking error between the operator and the exoskeleton is significantly decreased from the left (IIC) to the right (BSIC). Especially, from the 40 % to 60 % of one gait cycle (i.e. the instant that the leg is transferring from stance phase to swing phase), the tracking errors are quietly large when using IIC control method. These errors have been reduced to smaller values that are very promising in the exoskeleton control field. The errors are quantitatively demonstrated by the normalized square sum of angular errors E i as discussed above. That means the robot is able to track the operator's motion smoothly without discomfort when we improve the impedance control method by BSIC.
On the other hand, the resulting interaction force at shank cuff using the proposed impedance control is significantly lower than the invariable impedance control, especially at the speed of 1.05 m/s, as showed in Figure 5 . It can be seen from the invariable impedance regime that the smallest interaction force is caused at the measured walking speed of approximately 0.75 m/s where the fixed set of impedance parameters is correspondingly designed. Meanwhile, the average interaction force is increased by about 23 % at walking speed of 0.45 m/s and about 35 % at walking speed of 1.05 m/s. These are similar to the interaction forces at the thigh cuff (knee joint). It is evident that performance quality is not guaranteed under varying the walking speed (angular velocity of leg motion) with the fixed set of impedance parameters.
On the contrary, with the regulation of the viscous, stiffness and inertial coefficients corresponding to various regions of walking speed, the fuzzy-based impedance achieved considerable adaptation that led to reduction in the interaction over the designed motion range. As shown in Figure 5 , though the interaction torque trends of increasing slightly over the speed range close to 1.05 m/s, it is significantly less than the case of using the invariant impedance at the same walking speed (decreased about 35 % to 40 %). This reduction is also clearly seen at the speed of 0.45 m/s (23 %).
Power source is one of the essential specifications of the HUALEX design. Consequently, the electrical power consumption was required by the servo-amplifiers to specify the potential battery life and also to evaluate efficiency of the control strategies. The electrical power consumption was averaged over N c strides across the different speeds which are corresponding to data shown in Figure 5 . As an example, Figure 6 shows the measured data of power consumption at knee joint during walking at 1.05 m/s. In this figure, the dashed and solid horizontal lines represent average electrical power consumption in knee actuator of 45.17 W and 39.08 W when IIC and BSIC (FVIC) were used, respectively. The data was also observed in the swing and stance phases indicated by heel-strike (0 % gait cycle) to heel-strike of the same leg (100 % gait cycle), as discussed in the previous sections, for the joint actuators. .05 m/s, respectively. This means that BSIC achieved considerable efficiency that led to reduction in the power consumption that was typically 10 % -15 % at every walking speed. This reduction tendency for the knee and hip actuators is similar among the walking speeds, as seen in Figure 4 . These results show that, at any speed, in any joint, BSIC applied on the exoskeleton consumes a lower electric power amount for actuators compared to IIC. This can be interpreted that BSIC brings assistive torques commanded by the impedance regulation that are tuned more smoothly and efficaciously. During walking, the ability of HUALEX to support load-carrying was evaluated via the axial force transferred through the exoskeleton. Figure 7 shows the normalized axial transfer forces (nATF) that are averaged over N c strides of the experimental sessions corresponding to each walking speed. Force data was measured from the right leg of the exoskeleton. The normalized axial transfer force is defined as: nATF = Measured axial force/ Total weight of the load-carrying, accessories in the backpack, the torso, and thigh of exoskeleton (512.5 N). With the proposed BSIC, the peak transfer obtained after heel strike is 0.98, 0.90, 0.94 at speed of 0.45 m/s, 0.75 m/s, and 1.05 m/s, respectively, while the corresponding peak transfer with IIC is 0.87, 0.86, and 0.82. Moreover, the data also show that the exoskeleton controlled by IIC and BSIC is able to transfer the load-carrying to the ground with average load transfers of 66.1 % and 72.3 %, respectively, during the stance phase of walking (10 % to 63 % of gait cycle) over the considered range of walking speed. Among them, the function of load transfer with BSIC was regularly accomplished at any speed (73.1 %, 71.5 %, and 72.4 % at the speed of 0.45 m/s, 0.75 m/s, and 1.05 m/s, respectively), whereas the best load transfer with IIC was just obtained at slow speeds where the fixed set of impedance parameters is correspondingly designed (67.9 %, 67.3 %, and 64.6 % at the speed of 0.45 m/s, 0.75 m/s, and 1.05 m/s, respectively). That means that a normal impedance control (i.e. IIC) is able to provide a load transfer support through the exoskeleton while BSIC has improved this functionality along with the better control performance discussed above.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper has described a newly bio-based supervisory impedance control of the exoskeleton for stance phase based on fuzzy regulation that is called BSIC. Fuzzy models have been addressed to regulate the impedance coefficients according to different walking speeds for stance walking phase. Experimental sessions of walking at different speeds on a bench-testing were conducted on the HUALEX to evaluate the functionality of the exoskeleton and the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy.
Experimental results indicate that the robot can provide assistive torques to augment human muscle and transfer load to the ground during walking at any speed within a prespecified range. The proposed control strategy met compliance performance in which human-exoskeleton tracking and the resulting interaction force were both decreased significantly, while simultaneously enhancing the load transfer to the ground during walking across different speeds, especially in the stance phase. That means, with a lower active effort, the operator is able to change walking speed naturally while the load-carrying is being supported more efficiently. Future work is to improve the extent of adaptation to various users over a larger motion range and to the change of load carrying, such that the exoskeleton can provide more comfort and convenience to the users. Moreover, the difficulties in finding appropriate parameters of the fuzzy models will be overcome by optimization algorithms.
